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Making Distributed Systems Reversible
Increasing
De-centralization =>
Increasing Complexity

Reversibility: Generalization of Standard Fault
Tolerance with nested Fault Models

Traditional Fault Tolerance
Approach has reached its limit!!

We introduce the concept of Reversibility [1], using which
when the fault rate goes outside one fault model, it is still
inside the next model. This allows the system to survive
arbitrary stress with reduced, but predictable functionality.
DEFINITION

• Distributed
Applications are
exposed to
increasingly stressful
environments
Ø Out of data centers, to
georeplication and edge
computing
Ø Node and
communication failures
are increasing as nodes
increase in number

• What if we want to specify a system
that survives arbitrary stress with
limited functionalities?
Ø Need to define a separate fault model
for each of the limited functionalities
provided.

Given a function, S(t), which returns the system stress as a
function of time, in some arbitrary but well-defined units. A
system is Reversible if there exists a total function Frev(S(t))
such that the set of available operations of the system is
Frev(S(t)) (the reversibility function).
•
•

An operation is available for a given stress if the operation will
eventually succeed.
When S(t)=0 the system provides full functionality (0=>“no stress”).

A Case Study: A Ring Structured Overlay Network (SON)
• For experimental study we use a
modified version of Chord [3], called
Beernet [4] which has a correct lockfree join/leave operation.
• Join/Leave in Beernet is done in two Increasing stress
creates branches,
steps.
ringlets, isolated
ü A consequence of multi-step
operations is that the ring is structured
as a core ring surrounded by
branches.
ü The branches contain nodes that have
done one step of the procedure.

nodes in the system

Due to Reversibility
[1] [2], all nodes
eventually converge
to core ring, as the
stress diminishes

Building Phase-Aware Applications
Phase of A Node: Reflection of Stress in Local
Environment

Compute the Reversibility Function =>
Predictable Functionality for Applications

Phase-Aware Application Design

We propose the concept of Phase [1], analogous to that in
physical systems, in order to approximate the reversibility
function. We approximate the available functionality of the
system using the Phase Configuration, a vector, one entry per
v Applications that rely on transactions will no longer node, each entry is the current phase of that particular node.
be able to use them.
DEFINITION

• A SON providing significant functionality to the
application layer at low stress, e.g., transaction
over DHT, will no longer be able to do so at
high stress.

Ø The application
optimizes its behavior
according to a real-time
observation of phase at
each node.
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Ø Needs a measurement of stress, S(t).
Ø But, stress is a global condition, cannot be easily
measured by individual nodes.

In Beernet we identify three
phases depending on the
neighbors’ behavior of a node:
solid (neighbors on core ring),
liquid (neighbors on branch),
and gaseous (no neighbors).

Phase transitions in
Reversible Beernet
under increasing and
decreasing churn: red,
green (different shades
correspond to three
liquid sub-phases) and
blue areas correspond
To percentages of nodes in solid, liquid and
gaseous phases respectively.
0

v Application needs to be informed about the
qualitative changes of the provided functionalities
by the SON.
v Each node can provide such information by
computing the reversibility function.

² Different parts can be in different phases, depending on the local
environment observed by the part.
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• Goal: Keep the applications running, with
predictable behavior even with reduced
functionality.

A Phase is a subset of a system for which the qualitative
properties (e.g., functional guarantees) are essentially the same.

• The phase information is given to the
application at each node using an API [1].
• We demonstrate phase-aware
application design for high-stress
operating environments using a usecase application, DeTransDraw, a
distributed collaborative graphic
editor built on top of the key-value
store of Beernet.

Time (in sec)

DeTransDraw GUI: Phaseaware behavioral
indication via the color of
the status bar at the
bottom, green/yellow/red
denoting respectively
solid/liquid/gaseous phase
of the underlying node
DeTransDraw facing
Congestion: Suppose
user A, B, C and D (as
annotated), where C
have intermittent
connectivity (periodic
slow-down). User D due
to suspecting its
successor on the
overlay, C, faces a
transient transition to
liquid phase, whereas C
has become isolated

Future Vision of Edge Computing
A Paradigm Shift towards the Edge
• From data-center based computing, moving
towards edge computing.
Ø Mobile edge computing,
cooperative distributed
peer-to-peer ad-hoc
networking, Internet of
Things (IoT), Wireless
Sensor Networks etc.

Image Courtesy: observer.com

During September,
2015, Facebook
went down (for the
third time that
year) for 40
minutes.

References
Even systems
running in socalled “stable”
environments also
have peaks of high
stress.

During 2015, due to a
server fault in Amazon
Web Services
Image Courtesy: thenextweb.com

Image Courtesy: www.ntt.co.jp

Several online services, including
Amazon’s own services went offline for
several hours.

Image Courtesy:
cracked.com

During 2009, a
human-error at
Google made
the Internet
inaccessible for
almost an hour.

Build Distributed Systems using
Reversibility (hence, they
survive), and build predictable
Applications using PhaseAwareness (hence, they are
useful in practice) for future
edge computing.
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